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Frances Colman - SCF Federation handicapper (AC) 
Chris Roberts     - SCF Federation handicapper (GC) 

~   Joint report to the AGM   ~ 
 

With the help of the SCF Leagues Managers and the SCF Tournament Officer, we have continued to monitor 
results from SCF administered games. 
With the frequency and sheer number of league games, we are dependent upon the leagues managers 
highlighting and patterns of unexpected results from individual players (the ‘pattern’ being the important 
thing, rather than an odd seemingly rogue result). 
Because our Leagues Managers duties include submitting all the game results to the National Rankings 
Officer (a big task that involves typing out each result individually), players and clubs can be assured that 
scrutiny of results is being maintained. 
SCF administered tournaments are fewer in number and the managers of those copy all results to us as 
Federation Handicappers, so we have scrutiny with these as well. 
 
This combined approach means that watching for anomalies like individuals winning (or losing) a lager 
amount of games than expected, can be dealt with in a timely fashion. 
Inevitably, if handicap adjustments are judged as being warranted, this has to be an ‘after the event’ action 
because the evidence needed to make such adjustments needs to be gathered first. 
 
The most common problem nationally is with individuals or clubs who play very few games outside of their 
‘club bubble’, and whilst handicaps might well be in concert within that internal bubble, they can become 
out of sync with the wider croquet world. 
This is where a Federation Handicapper must act (within the restrictions of that role) or pass an action 
request up the chain to a national appointed CA Handicapper. 
 
The SCF is fortunate that both of us (Frances Colman and Chris Roberts) are appointed CA Handicappers, 
and so we have the authorisation to be able to deal with any handicap adjustments that are judged as 
being necessary. 
Further to this, Frances is the Chairman of the CA Handicap Committee and Chris has recently been asked 
to join that committee – so we really could not be better served in the SCF area in this regard. 
 
Cases where a players’ handicaps have been reported as being out of step with their ability level, have been 
few this season – at least in SCF administered activity. 
Adjustments were made late in the season to the handicaps of two AC players from the same club, and 
consultation with that club is to be progressed to see if there is evidence of the aforementioned ‘club 
bubble’ problem there. 
Away from SCF administered activity, a good number of manual handicap adjustments have been made by 
us – both as Federation and CA Handicappers. 
 
We have both served as Federation Handicappers for more than the 4 years mentioned in the SCF 
constitution, and we are pleased that others have come forward to contribute to this role. 
Subject to election at the AGM, existing committee members Richard Peperell and Richard Jenkins will be 
taking on the Federation Handicappers role for AC and GC respectively. 
They will be restricted in their available actions by the limitations of the Federation Handicapper grade, but 
will be well supported by us both, should the wider powers of a CA Handicapper be required. 
 

Croquet Association Handicap Committee 
 

This SCF AGM precedes a meeting of the CA Handicap Committee by two weeks. 
Several Handicapping issues were dealt with by the CA Handicap Committee in the past year. 
The most easily recognisable change achieved was: 
 



- Playing off the correct handicap at all times (Tournament regulation H1a) was re-enforced and the poor 
AC practice of allowing higher handicapped players to participate in events which are beyond their 
handicap grade, so long as they ‘play-off’ the ceiling grade of that event, has been stopped. 
-  In concert with the above, the CA Tournaments Committee helped by removing the upper limit of 20 for 
CA administered tournaments. 
 
Time and other distractions hampered the CA Handicap Committee progress this year on agreeing on a set 
of skills related ‘benchmarks’ for Club, Federation and CA Handicappers, so that uniformity of handicap 
grades can be established throughout the CA domain. 
Such standardisation was laid out in ‘The Principles of Handicapping’ in a book by Bill Lamb (1996) and was 
developed in some good work by the South-West Croquet Federation who ran a series of Handicap 
Workshops in 2017-18 from which a long report was published, crucially including the benchmarks proposal. 
The CA Handicap Committee has this high on the agenda for its next meeting in two weeks’ time. 
 

Frances Colman 
Chairman of the CA Handicap Committee 


